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The PID Graph

• Most recent (Aug 2020) detailed 

PID Graph snapshot at hand...

• ... but things have evolved quite a 

bit ever since: RORs/Ringgold IDs, 

DOI-based grant IDs, PIDINSTs, 

IGSNs, RAiDs...

• Some feeling of “building the plane 

as we fly it” – is it possible to keep 

track of this evolving snapshot?



The “Building the Plane” report – and associated case studies

https://zenodo.org/record/7258286

• “... to identify, through investigation, 
analysis and recommendations, the 
best possible strategic and operational 
paths to achieve a well-functioning PID 
infra for KE member states and 
beyond”

• “... to identify the main risks when 
pursuing a well-functioning PID 
infrastructure for research, and to
better understand the most important 
elements of trust in creating said 
infrastructure”

https://zenodo.org/record/7258286


The “Building the Plane” report – and associated case studies

Report:

Building the plane as we fly it: the promise of Persistent Identifiers, https://zenodo.org/record/7258286

Case studies:

• Adoption of the DAI in the Netherlands and subsequent superseding by ORCID/ISNI, 

https://zenodo.org/record/7327505

• The gradual implementation of organisational identifiers (OrgIDs), https://zenodo.org/record/7327535

• PIDs for research instruments and facilities: an emerging PID domain in need of coordination, 

https://zenodo.org/record/7330372

• IGSN – building and expanding a community-driven PID system, https://zenodo.org/record/7330498

• RePEc Author Service: An established community-driven PID, https://zenodo.org/record/7330516

• Failed PIDs and unreliable PID implementations, https://zenodo.org/record/7330527

• The role of research funders in the consolidation of the PID landscape, https://zenodo.org/record/7258210
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The team behind the study

Plus the KE PID T&F Group: https://www.knowledge-exchange.info/event/pids-risk-and-trust

https://www.knowledge-exchange.info/event/pids-risk-and-trust


The study

• Analysis of the current state of the PID landscape in the six Knowledge Exchange partner 
countries with a focus on the e-infrastructure for the currently available PID entities (eg
researchers, institutions, outputs, etc) and new PIDs (eg conferences, research equipment, 
facilities)

• Data collection via literature study & expert interviews

• These fed into:

• the production of the seven case studies highlighting issues of risk and trust in the PID 
infrastructure, and

• the formulation of recommendations for good practice and on the best possible 
strategic and operational paths to achieve a well-functioning PID infrastructure



The interviewees



Some (selective) findings

• PIDs are considered socio-technical infrastructures. Trust in organisations or individuals seems to be 
more important for the acceptance of PIDs than the technology used, as the risks associated with the 
technology are considered amorphous

• Predominantly mentioned: well-established PIDs such as DOI, ORCID and ROR, to a lesser extent 
emerging PIDs (funder and grant IDs, RAiDs, ConfIDs), standards like URN and schemes like ARK

• Main benefits: Interoperability, value-added services, availability/interconnectivity of rich metadata

• Dichotomy of ‘technical’ (bottom-up, researcher driven) and ‘admin-oriented’ PIDs (top-down, uptake 
driven by institutions, publishers and research funders)

• Open source and open data are a key feature for trust and reliability

• Establishing a community of PID users is a key factor for success and trustworthiness

• The implementation of PIDs requires a strategic analysis

• Significant PID landscape fragmentation and competing initiatives, though this is not necessarily seen as 
a major issue



Rationale for Grant ID adoption by funders

• Risk of duplicate full grant numbers across funders

• Typos frequently made by authors when 
acknowledging funding in their manuscripts

• ‘Harnessing the power of the PID Graph: machine-
readable grant Ids will allow easy interlinking across 
entities (esp btw grants and publications, datasets 
and other research results)
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The (Currently) Fragmented PID Landscape

1. ‘Technical’ vs Admin-Oriented PIDs

• Technical PIDs: Researcher-led, bottom-up implementation, little if any direct 
involvement from research funders, research-perfoming organisations (RPOs) or 
national offices
Examples: PIDs for instruments and facilities, IGSNs, ISRCTNs (International 
Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Numbers), Biomedical IDs (GenBank etc)

• Admin-Oriented PIDs: led (generally in a top-down fashion) by national offices, 
RPOs, publishers and (some) funders, all of whom directly reap the rewards. 
Little researcher involvement*, even awareness (as a rule)
Examples: DOIs for publications/datasets, ORCIDs, RORs, Grant IDs, RAiDs, etc 

* Researchers often see these as unwanted additional bureaucracy



https://scidecode.com/2023/05/22/at-present-wikidata-id-is-
the-most-suitable-id-for-organisations-in-terms-of-coverage/

https://scidecode.com/2023/05/22/at-present-wikidata-id-is-the-most-suitable-id-for-organisations-in-terms-of-coverage/
https://scidecode.com/2023/05/22/at-present-wikidata-id-is-the-most-suitable-id-for-organisations-in-terms-of-coverage/


The (Currently) Fragmented PID Landscape

2. Competing Technical Solutions

• OrgIDs: ROR vs Ringgold, 
record maintenance and the 
issue of multiple-level Org IDs



The (Currently) Fragmented PID Landscape

3. ‘Community’: an ambiguous concept

• PIDs and services associated with them need to be perceived as valuable and 
be in turn promoted by "the community"



Some recommendations for RPOs

1. Make sure you are represented in – or at least informed about – national-level coordination initiatives

2. Consider the possibility of drafting an institutional PID policy

3. Raise awareness of the existing and emerging PID landscape among institutional researchers, including 
prompting them to use the appropriate ones

4. Be aware of your key role in the implementation of specific, admin-oriented PIDs

5. Include as many PIDs as possible in your research information management systems such as 
institutional repositories and CRIS systems (plus any other institutional system that feeds these)

6. Be aware of technical PIDs directly emerging from researcher communities in a bottom-up fashion

7. Stay informed about (still to come) mechanisms to issue (and share and use) institutional PIDs such as 
RAiDs or PIDINSTs



Thanks!

Questions?
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